Art Installation

Smack Mellon presents Three Solo Shows: Tamara Gayer, Stephen Sollins, and Heeseop Yoon

Three solo exhibitions take over the enormous space at Smack Mellon in DUMBO. Brooklyn-based artists Tamara Gayer, Stephen Sollins, and Heeseop Yoon present new work and site specific projects that transform the space into a controlled chaos of color and geometry. Gayer covers all 24 windows with vivid vinyl works creating a dreamlike cityscape for her installation The Final Contraction — her take on the mathematics of urban landscapes. For Heeseop Yoon's Still Life #11, Yoon takes to the gallery's outside wall creating a tumult with black masking tape. Stephen Sollins composes large-scale works on paper that he calls Piecwork: traditional American quilts composed of intricately assembled mailing envelopes. A stroll inside is multi-colored caviar is a great antidote to these greydays.
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